
Manson’s Hall – February 1, 2013    Start time 7:00 pm

Board of Directors present – Kristen Schofield-Sweet, Bruce Ellingsen, Mark Lombard, David Shipway, Hubert Havelaar, Delia Becker, Bob Tracy
Klahoose  partners present – Kathy Francis, Kevin Peacey
Facilitator – Andy EllingsenAttendance including above mentioned – 45-50 people
AGENDAIntroductions of directors and overview of meeting agenda given by Kristen SS.
A. Review of Ministry Assessment of Cortes CFA Application ReviewMinistry reviewed our application for the Cortes CFA.  It has taken from December 22 to the present for the Board to get full information from the ministry. The following key issues represent the salient points in the application that were inadequate, incomplete, or incorrect in the original application. Kristen stated that  ‘the ministry wants Cortes to receive a Community Forest’.1. Timeline Review: * Dec 5/12 Ministry of Forests (Heather MacKight) letter sent with notification that application  was unsatisfactory. * December 12 /12 Letter from Heather MacKnight received by CFGP*December 13 /12 meeting of CFGP to reconfirm intention to proceed with resubmission* December 22 /12 meeting of CCFC board to seek further information from ministry and determine next steps* January 11/13  phone conference call between Kristen, Kathy & Randy Aikin (Tenures Officer for the Coast Area)* January 16 /13  full Assessment review of CFA received from MOF* January 22/13 meeting in Powell River to address all MOF concerns regarding application  (Kristen, Mark, Kath with ministry representatives )

• February 28 is deadline for the resubmission2. CFGP added the forest area North 2 (northern parts of the crown land on Cortes) to the application which did not match the original invitation by Ministry of Forests. CFGP has agreed to resubmit the application with the original land area and AAC offered by the Ministry.  Cortes may apply later for #N2, to add to the CFA (‘top up’)



Clarification by Kathy F that Klahoose would find out if any other license was being considered for #N2 because  of the Klahoose treaty process.3. The Management Plan needs to be signed off by a professional forester. Brian Smart is imbedded in the application, so it must be completed by him. Once the tenure is given, the job search for a suitable professional forester can be initiated.4. The ministry asked what was going on with Island Timberlands (IT) and protestors. Partnership discussed the issue of civil disobedience wrt IT, and where there is interface between IT and the partnership (including items in the business plan on access agreements, road-building, the log dump, adjacent lands to the CF). It was stated at this meeting that it was not the place of the partnership to make a comment on the historical relationship between IT and Cortes.5. The partnership have agreed to use the ministry methodology regards timber inventory, and therefore, must also use their timber inventory numbers for now.6. Consultation with other  licensees – David raised the issue of water licensees who have intake points on the CF landbase. Concern was expressed that the community forest would affect Klahoose traditional activities (ie. trapping, guiding). Kathy confirmed that the Community Forest does not infringe on Klahoose rights.7. David asked that the SEI information that was omitted in the application be included in the appendix documents. David was tasked at the initial AGM to follow through on this.8. Application omitted community objectives and values which will be added to the resubmission.9. Business Plan – The CFA needs to meet the ministry formula to receive the tenure, (the balance of 13,600 cubic metres as part of the Sunshine Coast timber supply) . The Ministry wants to see this allocation completed. Bruce voiced his personal opinion that the CFGP will be able to do as they want with the AAC after receiving the tenure.Ministry no longer requires a business plan, but does want to see business planning.10. An entire section referring to the Administrative Authority & Structure was missing. This material is in the partnership document, and just needs to be lifted out and added. 11. There was general discussion on various timber supply issues: If the partnership doesn’t accept the invitation from the ministry, there will need to be a new application and a new set of numbers, and there will be no partnership.The CFGP has been told that they don’t have to harvest to the full AAC.Concern was expressed that verbal statements made by the ministry are not policy.“Many community forests are not cutting to their AAC.”“Industry is not cutting to their AAC.”12. Peer review of this application will speed up the approval.



13. There are still some details to work out with the partnership which the timing deadline of Feb 28 does not allow for, so these details will need to be worked out after. Klahoose made it very clear that they are willing to support the process and be at the table through to the February 28 deadline, but they will not support an extension and delay by the Coop for the CFA application after that.14. NEXT STEPS offered by Bruce1) Develop Community Forest Operating Plan 2) Create a job description for a Registered Professional Forester 3) Write Forest Stewardship Plan 15. OVERVIEW OF TIMELINE AHEAD summarized by KristenFeb 28 – Completion and resubmission of Community Forest Application. It is expected that the rewriting will take about 10 days. The document will then be sent out to the membership to read prior to a final meeting, so that the members can be prepared to discuss and vote on this.March 28 – The ministry will finish their review.April/May – Final confirmation of the tenure being granted, with some suggestion from the ministry that they want this done before the provincial election.
B. Kristen read out a statement prepared by the CFGP Executive Committee.  This Plan will be developed in further consultation with the community:

COMMITMENT TO THE CORTES COMMUNITY
Following the issuance of a Community Forest Agreement (CFA) tenure on Cortes Island,  
the Executive Committee of the Cortes Forestry General Partnership (CFGP) will create a  
Community Forest Operating Plan (the Plan) which will describe the management  
philosophy for the CFA. It will be developed in consultation with representatives of, and  
reflect the expectations of, the broader Island community.

The Plan shall also establish a public input and monitoring mechanism for ongoing  
planning and operational activities in the CFA, as well as a process for revising of the  
Plan where necessary over time.

The Plan will be approved by the CFGP Executive Committee and will require that all  
silviculture prescriptions must refer to and be consistent with it. Therefore a prescribing  
Forester must legally either be consistent with the Plan directions or, if conditions in the  
field warrant a deviation, a rationale must be provided and approved by the CFA  
manager and/or the Executive Committee of the CFGP.

Signed: CFGP Executive Committee (James Delorme, Kristen Scholfield-Sweet, Kathy  
Francis, Mark Lombard, Kevin Peacey, Bruce Ellingsen)

MOTION: (Gary Heathcote/Bob Tracy): To accept the commitment made by the Executive  
Committee of the Cortes Forestry General Partnership, as read by Kristen SS (and noted  
above) to the Cortes community.     ~ Motion was unanimously carried.



MOTION: (Noba Anderson/Delia Becker): The Cortes Community Forest Coop support the  
General Partnership in its efforts toward the resubmission of the CFA application by the  
February 28 deadline.    ~Motion was unanimously carried.
C. GARY BALL & UBC FORESTRY STUDENTSA report was given on the day with Gary Ball and UBC forestry students.The Community Forest has become part of their thesis programme. The UBC students will distill information given to them by the Partnership. With that information, they will make a number of projections on what the forest base will look like in 100 years. They are offering to do analysis on many issues and practises, and will write a mock operational and business plan based on current info. The CFGP may be able to use their summary to assist in drafting their Plan.
D. New Community Forest Maps (presented by David Shipway)Five maps were on display:1.     Tom Bradley/Cortes C.F. landbase  map showing Ministry of Environment's Sensitive Ecosystem Inventory2.     Brian Smart /Draft Reserves - February 2012 with some recent local knowledge amendments and notes3.     Brian Smart/Ministry of Forests land base orthophoto map showing “NON” terrain in bright green4.     Brian Smart/Cortes TSA - Forest Cover Polygons &  Sensitive Type Classifications (non-contributing) shown in various colours5.     MOFLNRO/Cadastal map of K4G – Cortes Community Forest invitational Area in 9 blocksDavid explained that new maps 2,3 & 4 lack proper titles, but all contain similar mapping of the Timber Harvest Land Base, shown in different ways. While no explanations came with these maps, it's assumed they are compiled with MoF forest cover polygon attribute data.  Map 5 was the only map mentioned in the application, and was apparently submitted with the wrong scale.There are a number of errors & omissions on the new CF maps - such as no Carrington Park, inclusions of private land in analysis, and James Creek tributaries and riparian areas are missing altogether.David will ensure digital PDF versions of new maps will be available soon to the membership, for further proofreading with local knowledge. Mark wants to have the obvious corrections made by Brian Smart first. Maps will be on display at the next 



meeting, and members will be encouraged to provide further input going into the GIS and planning phases for the Community Forest.
Meeting adjourned @ 9:15 pm.Minutes recorded by Christine Robinson (member); confirmed by executive before circulation.


